
-ID: Hades: River of Souls
-Columns x rows: 5x3
-RTP: 96.56%
-Payout Mechanics: 10 Lines, both ways
-Volatility: High
-Variance: 89.92
-Max win: 5058.4x bet 
-Hit Frequency:  19.49%
-Min bet: € 0.20
-Max bet: € 50.00



SPECIAL SYMBOLS

NORMAL SYMBOLS

Big Win  (>15 x bet)         76.9
Super Win  (>40 x bet)    197.7
Mega Win (>70 x bet)     385.6
Epic Win (>100 x bet)      640.8

WIN PROBABILITIES

Deep Under the dark earth, there lies a realm where all 
journeys end. Hades, a land of the dead where �res burn 
and lost souls roam!

In this 3-row, 5-reel slot game, it is your job to escape the underworld, but there 
are plenty of riches to be found. Wins pay both ways, so you don’t need to leave 
empty handed. Winning symbols disappear and new symbols tumble down from 
the river above the reel.  Special golden wild coin symbols may appear. Winning 
with a coin will release the soul within and is collected in a multiplier meter. The 
multiplier will multiply the total winnings of the entire spin. During Hades Free 
Spins it won’t reset between spins and every soul is doubled.



Languages

ChineseVietnameseTurkish

ThaiSwedish

Slovenian

SlovakRussiaRomanian

Portugese-
Brazilian

Korean

Finnish

Portugese

Polish

NorwegianDutchLatvianLithuanian

JapaneseItalianIndonesianHungarianCroatianFrenchEstonian

SpanishBrittishGreekGermanDanishCzechBulgarian

GAME FEATURES
                      

WILD SYMBOL
Wild symbols can fall down from the rows on top of the reels in the Avalanche 
and substitute for all symbols except for the Skull of Charon and the Bonus 
Scatter symbols.

WILD SOULS MULTIPLIER
The Wild Souls Multiplier starts at x1. Every 3 Wild symbols disappearing in the 
Avalanche increase the Wild Souls Multiplier by 1 in the Base Game.

SKULL OF CHARON FEATURE
Each Skull of Charon symbol removes itself and 2-10 random regular symbols 
from the reels, and then the Avalanche is activated.

HADES FREE SPINS
3 Bonus Scatter symbols appearing on the reels in one Base Game round 
activate 10 Hades Free Spins. Every 3 Wild symbols disappearing in the 
Avalanche increase the Wild Souls Multiplier by 2 in the Hades Free Spins.
3 Bonus Scatter symbols appearing on the reels during one Hades Free Spin 
activate 10 additional Hades Free Spins.


